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AbstractOral reading fluency is important skill that all readers need todevelop, because those who has oral reading fluency are assumed tohave the skill of reading comprehension and accuracy in deliveringthe speech. Natural Reader software is a professional text reader thatconverts any text into spoken words. In this quasi-experimentalresearch applying non-randomized control group design pretest-posttest, the data used were interval data because they were takenfrom students’ scores of oral reading fluency test.This research wasconducted in the English department of a College of Teacher Trainingand Education in Blitar. Group (1) consisted of 32 students taughtusing the natural reader software (experimental group) and Group(2) consisted of 35 students taught without using the natural readersoftware (control group). The control group simply attended in theirordinary classroom without using natural reader software andparticipated in instruction programs assigned by the lecturer in theclassroom. The experimental group attended in the computer lab andlistened to the text as it was read by natural reader software. Thisstudy revealed that the Natural Reader software could significantlyprove that the students was able to read more accurately and at amore appropriate pace using instruction using natural readersoftware. By using natural reader software, the student could easilyhave frequently chances to listen the words read by the nativespeakers as a reader model at normal speed and repeat the copiedreading text up to they were able to read fluently as the reader modelread the text.
INTRODUCTIONAs a global language, English is absolutely important to be learned by nonEnglish speaking people in order that they could live and adapt themselves  inglobalization era. Many Asian countries including Indonesia have responded
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seriously to the growing need to foster communicative abilities in English whereEnglish is taught as a foreign language (Wati 2011).  English, like other languages,has four skills that should be learned, those are listening, speaking, reading andwriting.  In this chapter, we only discuss the reading skill, more particularlyfocusing on oral reading fluency.Oral reading fluency is important skill that all readers need to develop,because those who has oral reading fluency are assumed to have the skill ofreading comprehension and accuracy in delivering the speech. The fundamentallink between reading fluency and comprehension, especially in students whostruggle with reading, may have been new news to some teachers (Pikulski&Chard, 2005). Moreover, according to the report of the National Reading Panel(National Institute of student Health and Human Development, 2000), manyteachers and reading specialists are now focusing on the development of theirstudents’ fluency skills.  Rasinski (2004) states that reading fluency is dealing withthe elements of accuracy in speech, appropriate speed, and phrasing andexpression. she also states that if a reader can gain control over the surface levelreading, then he or she  can gain a deeper understanding of the meaning embeddedin the text.  The goal would be not only to increase reading fluency but also toincrease the readers’ level of comprehension.Current research shows that when a student reads the same passage overand over, the number of word recognition errors decrease, reading speedincreases, and oral reading expression improves. Consequently, readingcomprehension improves. Research also indicates that a student’s fluency highlycorrelates with his/her scores on standardized reading comprehension tests(Ward, M.A.T, 2005). A student's accuracy and speed in reading aloud is an obviousand readily observable indicator of that student's   reading ability. Reading fluencyis an essential component of a student's global reading skills (National Institute ofstudent Health and Human Development, 2000). Furthermore, up through grade 3,reading fluency is arguably the best  predictor of future reading success (Hosp,Hosp, & Howell, 2007).Rasinski (2004) provides an analogy for understanding how reading fluencyis important from public speaking. In his opinion, fluent public speakers embed intheir voices some elements that are associated with reading fluency, namely
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accuracy in speech, appropriate speed, and phrasing and expression. The speaker’suse of these aspects of fluency facilitates the listener’s comprehension. Speaking inappropriate phrases, emphasizing certain words, raising and lowering volume, andvarying intonation help the listener understand what the speaker is trying tocommunicate. Fluency is the ability to read a text accurately, quickly, and withexpression. Fluency is important because it provides a bridge between wordrecognition and comprehension.When fluent readers read silently, they recognize words automatically. Theygroup words quickly to help them gain meaning from what they read. Readers whohave not yet developed fluency read slowly, word by word. Their oral reading ischoppy. Because fluent readers do not have to concentrate on decoding the words,they can focus their attention on what the text means. They can make connectionsamong the ideas in the text and their background knowledge. In other words,fluent readers recognize words and comprehend at the same time. Less fluentreaders, however, must focus their attention on figuring out the words, leavingthem little attention for understanding the meaning of text.Reading fluency is gaining new recognition as an essential element of everyreading program, especially for students who struggle in reading. Reading fluencyis one of the defining characteristics of good readers, and a lack of fluency is acommon characteristic of poor readers. Differences in reading fluency not onlydistinguish good readers from poor, but a lack of reading fluency is also a reliablepredictor of reading comprehension problems (Stanovich, 1991, cited inHudson,Lane, & Pullen, 2005).The following rubric can be used to rate reader fluency. It consist of fourareas which include expression and volume, phrasing, smoothness, and pace(Rasinski 2004). In term of expression and volume, a fluent reader reads with goodexpression and enthusiasm throughout the text. He or she also varies expressionand volume to match interpretation of the passage. In term of phrasing, a fluentreader generally reads with good phrasing, mostly in clause and sentence units,with adequate attention to expression. In term of smoothness, a fluent readergenerally reads smoothly with some breaks, but resolves word and structuredifficulties quickly, usually through self-correction. Finally, in term of pace, a fluent
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reader also consistently reads at conversational pace, appropriate rate throughoutreading.The minimum score for each area is 1 and the maximum score is 4, thus thefinal score ranges from 4 -16. Generally, a score below 8 indicate that  fluent maybe a concern. Score of 8 or above indicate that the student is making good progressin fluency. The rubric for scoring fluency can be seen in Appendix 1The steps to promote reading fluency in the classroom Using NaturalReader Software can be broken down into motivation, practice, modeling, andhelp.

Step 1. Motivation. It is essential to motivate students to want to read. Toaccomplish this, teachers must provide frequent opportunities for students tolisten to stories or passages  read by the natural reader and they should read toothers. Reading materials that sparks students’ individual interest is more likely toencourage them to want to read. Including different genres of reading material inthe classroom reading experience is fundamental to building students’ interest.
Step 2. Practice. Provide plenty of time for students- after they havelistened the stories or passages read frequently by the natural reader- to practicereading and do repeated readings of the same stories or passages. It is a good ideato use recorder devices  and have students record themselves. Choral reading(everyone in the class reads together) and partner reading (one student reads withanother) will also spice up the reading routine in the classroom.
Step 3. Modeling. The natural reader should model fluent reading every dayand the teacher encourage students to practice doing the same. Students whostruggle with basic decoding skills may benefit from echo reading where thenatural reader reads a short 3-5 word phrase and students echo the same phrase.By using this method, the natural reader is modeling and allowing emergingreaders to practice, all at the same time. This is an effective way of increasingstudents’ confidence levels, as well. It is suggested that the position of naturalreader could be changed by the teacher if she or he has good oral reading fluency.
Step 4. Help. Teachers should assist in developing self-correction skills byencouraging students to listen to themselves read and monitor their own reading.After reading a selection, teach students to ask themselves, “Did what I just readmake sense?” It is also important for teachers to demonstrate to students how to
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utilize illustrations, graphs, and captions to help make sense of what they arereading.Although oral reading fluency is absolutely important because it has strongrelationship with the reading comprehension, it is not specifically stated in thesyllabus of the English department of a collage of teacher training and education atBlitar Indonesia. However, it is involved in the teaching of reading comprehensionwhere oral reading fluency  is counted as  a minor concern. Allington (1983 cited inRasinski, 2004), states that reading fluency has been the neglected goal of thereading program. He also states that schools, teachers, school administrators,textbook authors, teacher preparation programs, and others simply did not viewreading fluency as an important issue for reading education. This might be one ofthe causes of the students’ failure on comprehending  the reading text. Therefore,this chapter is aimed at examining whether natural reader software give betterimprovement on foreign language learners’ oral reading fluency.
METHODThis study applied the quantitative research for it concerned with certainnumbers of variable and numerical data. The data used in this study was intervaldata because they were taken from students’ scores of oral reading fluency test.Meanwhile, the research method of this study was quasi-experimental researchapplying non-randomized control group design pretest-posttest (Ary 2010). Therewere some reasons for taking this design. First, the research was conductedwithout changing the setting of the class. Moreover, the researcher onlycollaborated with lecture of reading for doing this study to create the naturalcondition of the class, and to avoid the students to feel being observed which couldcause the extraneous variable. Then the two classes used in this research had beenseparated long before the researcher conducted the research. Finally, the researchwas executed using time schedule of the lecture arranged by the institution.The subjects of the research were the students of English department of aCollege of Teacher Training and Education in Blitar, Indonesia. Group (1) consistedof 32 students taught using the natural reader software (experimental group) andGroup (2): consisted of 35 students taught without using  the  natural readersoftware (control group). The control group simply attended in their ordinary
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classroom without using natural reader software and participated in instructionprograms assigned by the lecturer in the classroom. The experimental groupattended in the computer lab and listened to the text as it was read by naturalreader software. The design of this study is shown in table 1
Table 1. Non-randomized control group pretest-posttest design

Group Pre-test Treatment Post-testControl Y1 - Y2Experiment Y1 X Y2Y1 : Observation in Pre test (Test is given before treatment)Y2 : Observation in Posttest (Test is given after treatment)X : Treatment of Natural Reader
Natural Reader software is a professional text reader that converts any text intospoken words. The program is very simple to use: select the text, then click the‘Play’ button. The scoring of a reading probe is straightforward. The examiner firstdetermines how many words the reader actually attempted during the 1-minutereading sample. On the completed probe in Figure 1, for instance, the bracket nearthe end of the text indicates that the student attempted 48 words before his timeexpired. Next, the examiner counts up the number of errors made by the reader.On this probe, the student committed 4 errors. By deducting the number of errorsfrom the total words attempted, the examiner arrives at the number of correctlyread words per minute. This number serves as an estimate of reading fluency,combining as it does the student's speed and accuracy in reading. So by deductingthe errors from total words attempted, we find that the student actually read 44correct words in 1 minute
Sumertime! How lovely it was in the country, with                            (9)
the wheat standing yellow, the oats green, and the hay all                  (20)
stacked down in the grassy meadows! And there went the stark (31)
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on his long red legs, chatering away in Egyptan, for                       (41)
he had learned that language from his ]  mother. The fields and       (52)
Total read words (48)

Error                                                                                                   (4)

Correctly  read words                                                                         (44)

Figure 1: Example of a scored reading probeWhen a student skips several connected words or even an entire line during areading probe, that omission creates a special scoring dilemma. An omission, afterall, is considered to be a single error of tracking, no matter how many words wereskipped at one time. However, if all words omitted in a line were individuallycounted as errors, the student's error rate would be greatly inflated. The solutionis for the examiner to subtract all but one of the words in each omission beforecomputing the total words attempted.Let's see how that score adjustment would work. On the completed probe inFigure 2, the student omitted the text of an entire line while reading aloud. Theexaminer drew a line through all the connected words skipped by the student inthat omitted line of text. Because a total of 11 words were omitted, the examinerdrops 10 of those words before calculating the total words attempted.When calculating the number of words the student attempted to read, theexaminer notes that the student reached word 48 in the passage. Ten words arethen deducted from the omitted lines to avoid inflating the error count. Theadjusted figure for total words attempted is found to be 38 words. The studentcommitted 5 errors (4 marked by slashes and 1 omission). These errors aresubtracted from the revised figure of 38 total words attempted. Therefore, thenumber of correctly read words in this example would be 33 (see Figure 2)
Sumertime! How lovely it was in the country, with                                (9)
___  ____  ______  _____,  __  ___  ____, ___  __  ___  ___                 (20)
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stacked down in the grassy meadows! And there went the stark (31)
on his long red legs, chatering away in Egyptan, for                             (41)
he had learned that language from his ]  mother. The fields and             (52)
Total read words                                                                                      (48)

Error (5)

Omission Error (10)

Correctly read words                                                                                 (33)

Figure 2: A reading probe marked for words omittedIn the analysis, Since non-randomized pretest-posttest control groupdesign was used in this research, the researchers applied ANCOVA formula to testthe hypothesis.  Pallant (2000) states that ANCOVA can be used when two groupare involved in pretest/posttest design (e.g., comparing the impact of two differentintervention , taking before and after measure of the groups). Further he says thatthe scores of pretest are treated as a covariate to control for pre existingdifferences between groups. ANCOVA is also handy when  unable to randomassignment of subject to the different groups is impossible, but existing groups areused. As these groups may differ on a number of different attributes, ANCOVA canbe used in an attempt to reduce some of these differences (Stevens, cited  in Pallant2000). In order to gain accurate and correct data, the researcher had calculated thedata by using SPSS for window version.
FINDINGSBefore conducting an ANCOVA, the researcher had done two assumptiontesting those were: b) testing the homogeneity of regression slopes and b) testingof equality of variance

1. Testing the homogeneity of regression slopes

Tests of Between-Subjects EffectsDependent Variable:POSTTEST
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Source Type III Sumof Squares df MeanSquare F Sig.Corrected Model 244586.125a 3 81528.708 35.425 .000Intercept 213894.327 1 213894.327 92.939 .000MEDIA 22482.255 1 22482.255 9.769 .003PRETEST 284.886 1 284.886 .124 .726
MEDIA *

PRETEST

65.030 1 65.030 .028 .867

Error 144991.069 63 2301.446Total 2629316.000 67
Corrected Total 389577.194 66a. R Squared = .628 (Adjusted R Squared = .610)

The homogeneity of regression slopes test was used to evaluate theinteraction between the covariate and the factor (independent variable) in theprediction of the dependent variable. Pallant (2000) explains if the interaction issignificant, the result of ANCOVA are not meaningful and ANCOVA should not beconducted. If the significant level for the interaction is less than or equal to 0.05, itmeans that the interaction is statistically significant, indicating that the assumptionis violated. In accordance with the above data taken from ”Media * Pretest” thesignificant value was 0.867 which was greater than 0.05. it was proved that theassumption of homogeneity of regression slope was not violated. Based on thisfinding ANCOVA analysis could be proceeded.
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2. Levene’s Test of Equality of Error Variences

Levene's Test of Equality of Error VariancesaDependent Variable:POSTTESTF df1 df2 Sig.1.346 1 65 .250Tests the null hypothesis that the error variance of the dependent variable isequal across groups.a. Design: Intercept + PRETEST + MEDIALevene's Test of Equality of Error Variances is used  to check whether ornot the assumption of equality of variance is violated. If the Significance value isgreater than 0.05 the variances are  homogenous, however  if this value is smallerthan 0.05 this means that the variances are not homogenous or in other words, thevariances are different and that the assumption of equality of variances is violated(Pallant 2000, chapter 20: 11). In this case the variances were homogenous, or theassumption of equality of variances was not violated, because the Sig. value was0.250 which was  greater than 0.05As Pallant (2000) states,  If the Sig. value is less than 0.05, than the groups(Natural Reader and Without Natural Reader) differ significantly. Based on theabove table (labeled Media on the SPSS output), evaluates the null hypothesis thatthe population adjusted means were equal. The results of the analysis indicatedthat the null hypothesis were rejected, F(1, 64) = F106.786, P = 0.000 < 0.05. Thetest assessed  the differences among the adjusted means for the two groups, whichwere reported in the Estimated Marginal Means box as 124.623 without naturalreader which was less than 246.507 for Natural Reader. (See Appendix 2 for theResult of Analysis of ANCOVA and Estimated Margin Means)Based on the Estimated Marginal Means, the alternative hypothesis sayingthat the students who were taught using Natural Reader achieve better OralReading Fluency  than those who were taught  without using Natural Reader wasaccepted, because the mean score  for Natural Reader was 246.507, which wasmuch greater  than  124.623 for without Natural Reader
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ConclusionThis study obviously revealed  that the Natural Reader software couldsignificantly prove that the class  of the  fifth semester  reading students of acollage of teacher training and education Blitar was able to read more accuratelyand at a more appropriate pace using the fifth semester  level text after 10meetings of instruction using natural reader software. By using natural readersoftware, the student could easily have  frequently chances  to listen the wordsread by the native speakers as a reader model  at normal speed and repeat thecopied  reading  text  up to they were able to read fluently as  the reader modelread the text.  These results was also similar to those of a study conducted byRoundy and Roundy (2009) that explain that a high level of automaticity isattained as a result of repeated cycles of reading.  Thus, oral reading fluencyinstruction does improve overall reading proficiency at all grade levels.
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APPENDIX 1: RUBRIC FOR SCORING READING FLUENCY

1 2 3 4

Expressio

n and

Volume

Reads in aquiet voiceas if to getwords out.Thereadingdoes notsoundnaturallike talkingto a friend.

Reads in aquietvoice. Thereadingsoundsnatural inpart of thetext, butthe readerdoes notalwayssound likethey aretalking to afriend.

Reads withvolume andexpression.However,sometimesthe readerslips intoexpressionless readingand does notsound likethey aretalking to afriend.

Reads withvariedvolume andexpression.The readersounds likethey aretalking to afriend withtheir voicematching theinterpretation of thepassage.

Phrasing

Readsword-by-word in amonotonevoice.

Reads intwo orthree wordphrases,notadheringtopunctuation, stressandintonation.

Reads witha mixture ofrun-ons,midsentencepauses forbreath, andsomechoppiness.There isreasonablestress andintonation.

Reads withgoodphrasing;adhering topunctuation,stress andintonation.
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Smoothne

ss

Frequentlyhesitateswhilereading,sounds outwords, andrepeatswords orphrases.The readermakesmultipleattemptsto read thesamepassage.

Readswithextendedpauses orhesitations. Thereader hasmany“roughspots.”

Reads withoccasionalbreaks inrhythm.The readerhasdifficultywithspecificwordsand/orsentencestructures.

Readssmoothlywith somebreaks, butself-correctswithdifficultwords and/or sentencestructures.

Pace

Readsslowlyandlaboriously.

Readsmoderately slowly.
Reads fastand slowthroughoutreading.

Reads at aconversational pacethroughoutthe reading.
APPENDIX 2: RESULT OF ANCOVA AND ESTIMATED MARGINAL MEANS

Tests of Between-Subjects EffectsDependent Variable:POSTTEST
Source Type III Sumof Squares df MeanSquare F Sig.
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CorrectedModel 244521.096a 2 122260.548 53.942 .000
Intercept 995073.718 1 995073.718 439.035 .000PRETEST 847.592 1 847.592 .374 .543
MEDIA 242030.590 1 242030.59

0

106.78

6

.000

Error 145056.099 64 2266.502Total 2629316.000 67
CorrectedTotal 389577.194 66
a. R Squared = .628 (Adjusted R Squared = .616)

Estimated Marginal Means
MEDIADependent Variable:POSTTEST

MEDIA Mean Std. Error
95% Confidence IntervalLowerBound Upper BoundNATURAL READER 246.507a 8.473 229.580 263.433WITHOUT  NATURALREADER 124.623a 8.097 108.447 140.798

a. Covariates appearing in the model are evaluated at the following values:PRETEST = 120.12.


